Portable reference sound that inspires you.

Introducing the AKG N200WIRELESS headphones. Meticulously crafted with an ergonomically-shaped hook and rounded housing for comfort and fit, they are distinguished by premium materials such as their durable fabric cable, exquisite metal housing and patterned accents. Engineered with a semi-closed back, to provide superior acoustic dampening, the AKG N200WIRELESS in-ear headphones deliver a reference level sound experience. Thanks to Apt-x technology and AAC high quality audio support, they provide uncompromised audio quality when streaming music wirelessly. With an 8-hour battery life and a 10-minute speed charge for a handy 1-hour battery supply, they are also equipped with a 3-button universal remote and microphone for easy calls and music management for extra on-the-go convenience. Immersing yourself in stunning, reference quality sound outside of your home is made even better thanks to the magnetic cables that avoid tangling. Plus, four different sized ear tips are provided to guarantee a perfect fit and our thoughtful accessory package includes a power cable, cleaning tool and carrying pouch.

FEATURES
- AKG Reference sound
- Bluetooth 4.1 Wireless
- Apt-x technology/AAC audio support
- 8-hour battery life
- Speed charge (10min = 1h playtime)
- 3-button universal remote/mic with voice assistant
- High quality fabric cable
- Magnetic buds
FEATURES AND BENEFITS

AKG Reference sound
The ultimate in uncompromised sound quality.

Bluetooth 4.1 Wireless
Stream your favorite songs in the highest quality.

Apt-x technology/AAC audio support
Delivers uncompromised wireless sound quality in an even higher rendition.

8-hour battery life
Enjoy your playlist without recharging during a full day of work.

Speed charge (10min = 1h playtime)
Even if you only have 10 minutes to recharge, you can enjoy your music for another hour.

3-button universal remote/mic with voice assistant
Conveniently control both your music and your calls with ease. Just double click the multifunction button to access Siri or Google Now.

High quality fabric cable
An eye-catching and durable addition that perfectly complements the semi closed back design of the headphones.

Magnetic buds
The magnetic units on each ear-housing ensure the ear pieces hold together when the headphones are not in use to avoid tangling and easier cable management.

WHAT’S IN THE BOX
1 x Headphones
1 x Carrying case
1 x Cleaning tool
1 x USB charging cable
4 sets of eartips (XS, S, M, L)

SPECIFICATIONS
Driver size: 8.6mm
Frequency response: 20Hz-20kHz
Impedance: 16 Ohms
Sensitivity: 116dB SPL/V@1kHz
Max input power: 4MW
Bluetooth transmitted power: 0-4dBm
Bluetooth transmitted modulation: DQPSK, 8DPSK
Bluetooth frequency: 2.402GHz-2.48GHz
Bluetooth profiles: HFP v1.6, HSP v1.2, A2DP, AVRCP v1.4
Bluetooth version: V4.1
Battery type: Polymer Li-ion Battery (3.7V, 110mAh)
Charging time: 2 hours
Music play time with BT on: 8 hours
Talk time with BT on: 8 hours
Weight: 15.6g